WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME YOU BACKED UP YOUR IPAD?

WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO BACKUP YOUR SCHOOL WORK?

USE THE WEBDAV SERVER REGULARLY VIA THE GIFTED APP! MAKE THIS A PRIORITY THIS WEEK!!

REMINDER - ARE YOU UP TO DATE?

ADD TO YOUR iPAD CALENDAR
- Monday 11th August: School photos (winter sports, family and leadership)
- Tuesday 12th August: ICAS Maths 9 to 11 am
- Wednesday 13th August: School Leaders run assembly (see Mr Petty for costume decisions)
- **Week 6**: Tuesday 19th August - District Athletics Carnival
- **Week 7**: Monday 25th August - Production Stage Rehearsal

REMINDER 1
Again, you have 4 x 50 minute reading sessions allocated this week for Literature Circles. It is your responsibility to follow the five week schedule for your text, keep up to date with the weekly reading, chapter summaries and your weekly role. You may consider using some of your homework time to keep up to date if production rehearsals fall during your reading session.

REMINDER 2
Integrated Curriculum - Communication. Your individual project will thrive if you use some of your homework time to complete your Venn Diagram (task 3) or the futuristic prediction, ten years from now, describing the use of or development of your selected communication device. See the rubric your teachers have created to guide you.

REMINDER 3
Read the ‘Costume Requirement’ notice from the Production Committee. Make sure you have the necessary clothing items ready.

**TASK 1: MATHLETICS**

Complete the assigned tasks for this week in number - fractions. Your teacher will be monitoring your results via their grade account.

**TASK 2: INFORMATION REPORT WRITING**

Your homework task this week for writing it to further read, research and locate extra information to support your planning for your ‘COMMUNICATION INFORMATION REPORT’ that you are completing in class.

Any information you locate should be typed into your own words and added to a Pages document on your iPad. This should cover 2 pages. Don’t forget to continue to add your resources to the bibliography list. This includes any located images as well.

**Page 1) Titled:** Homework - Research for my Communication Device Information Report
**Page 2) Bibliography**
Complete the equivalent fractions.

1. \( \frac{8}{8} = \frac{21}{24} \)
2. \( \frac{3}{3} = \frac{16}{24} \)
3. \( \frac{4}{4} = \frac{27}{36} \)

4. \( \frac{5}{3} = \frac{2}{6} \)
5. \( \frac{5}{8} = \frac{56}{64} \)
6. \( \frac{6}{4} = \frac{3}{12} \)

Finish these fractions so that they are close to but greater than \( \frac{1}{2} \).

\[
\begin{array}{ccccccc}
\frac{8}{8} & \frac{11}{11} & \frac{13}{13} & \frac{21}{21} & \frac{9}{9} & \frac{3}{3} & \frac{6}{6}
\end{array}
\]

Finish these fractions so that they are close to but less than 1.

\[
\begin{array}{ccccccc}
\frac{15}{15} & \frac{9}{9} & \frac{16}{16} & \frac{7}{7} & \frac{11}{11} & \frac{9}{9} & \frac{12}{12}
\end{array}
\]